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Abstract
This paper presents a machine learning approach to automatically extract concepts and
the conceptual relations towards creation of
Conceptual Graphs (CGs) from patent documents using shallow parser and NER. The
main challenge in the creation of conceptual
graphs from the natural language texts is the
automatic identification of concepts and conceptual relations. The texts analyzed in this
work are patent documents, focused mainly on
the claim’s section (Claim) of the documents.
The task of automatically identifying the concept and conceptual relation becomes difficult
due to the complexities in the writing style of
these documents as they are technical as well
as legal. The analysis we have done shows
that the general in-depth parsers available in
the open domain fail to parse the ‘claims section’ sentences in patent documents. The failure of in-depth parsers led us, to develop a
methodology to extract CGs using other resources. Thus in the present work we came up
with a methodology which uses shallow parsing, NER and machine learning technique for
extracting concepts and conceptual relationships from sentences in the claim/novelty section of patent documents.
The results
obtained from our experiments are encouraging and are discussed in detail in this paper.
We have obtained a precision of 73.2 % and a
recall of 68.3%.
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Introduction

In this work we describe a machine learning approach to extract concepts and their relations from
patent documents using syntactic information. We
consider patent documents for the present study
because of their complex sentence constructions,
both at syntactic level and semantic level. Patent
documents are technical and legal documents
which contain technology innovations written in
legal language style. A patent document consists of
several sections such as abstract, prior art, novelty
or claim, the methodology and figures.
In general, a legal document comprises of long
and semantically very complex sentences. When
this is combined with technical writing the sentences become very complex and are difficult to be
analysed. It has been observed that a single sentence in a patent document consists of more than
200 words. Hence a patent document contains sentences that are syntactically and semantically complex, which are very difficult to be analysed even
by human beings.
Today there is great need for the automatic
analysis of patent documents for applications such
as prior art search, patent infringement. Conceptual
graph (CG) (Sowa, 1984) allows representing semantic and syntactic knowledge of a sentence in a
graphical model which can be used in automatic
inferences. Mineau et al, (2000) observe that the
conceptual modeling languages offer more expressiveness than traditional modeling languages. The
extracted CGs can be transformed to corresponding
first-order-logic formulae (Amati, 2000) using
available tools such as COGITANT and COGUI,
which facilitate further semantic inferences.

A conceptual graph (CG) is a graph representation for logic based on the semantic networks of
artificial intelligence and the existential graphs of
Charles Sanders Peirce (Sowa, 1984). It is a type
of semantic network of concept nodes and relation
nodes. Mathematically CG is a bipartite graph consisting of two types of nodes; concept nodes and
relation nodes. CGs were first introduced by John
Sowa in his work on database interfaces (Sowa,
1976). It illustrated CGs for representing natural
language questions and mapping them to conceptual schemata. Each schema contained a declarative CG with attached actor nodes that represented
functions or database relations.
Sowa (1984) explains CGs for the representation
of natural language texts. The concept nodes
represent entities, attributes, events, actions. And
relation nodes represent the kind of relationship
between the two concept nodes. The main advantage of representing natural language text in the
form of CG is that, CGs can be easily converted to
any Knowledge Interchange Format such as first
order logic, hence semantic processing is possible.
The challenge in automatic representation of a natural language text in CG is the identification of
concepts and the relationships between them.
Hence automatic identification of concepts and
conceptual relations is very important for the purpose of semantic representation and inference.
Conceptual graphs have been used in applications such as question answering systems and information retrieval systems to improve the
performance of the systems. Molla and Van (2005)
build “AnswerFinder” - a framework for QA systems – in TREC 2004. Here in the graph patterns
between the questions and answers is learnt. The
conceptual graphs are based on translation of logical forms of sentences in the training data of question and answers given in TREC 2004. The graph
matching algorithm is based on the maximal graph
overlap. Here they obtain average accuracy of
21.44% and average mean reciprocal ratio of
25.97%.
Siddiqui and Tiwary (2006) use CGs for
representing text for the information retrieval task.
They use CG in conjunction with VSM model for
representation. Here the information retrieval task
is done in a two phased manner. In the first phase
the relevant documents are retrieved using the
VSM model. The resultant documents are used as
input for the CG model and the finally most rele-

vant documents are retrieved. Here a small set of
semantic relations are used to construct CGs, these
relations are developed based on the syntactic patterns. CACM-3024 data collection is used for the
experiments. They show an increase of 34.8% in
precision and overall 7.37% improvement in retrieval performance.
Montes-y-Gomez et al (2000, 2001) discuss
about information retrieval using CGs. In this
work they present methodology for comparison of
two conceptual graphs. The similarity measure is
based on the dice coefficient, takes into consideration both concepts and relations of the graph while
calculating similarity.
Conceptual graphs are also used in developing
knowledge base. Karalopoulos et al., (2004) use
CGs for representing geographic knowledge. In
their work, they create a CG for each geographical
definition. All similarly created CGs are interconnected to form a network, thus a geographic
knowledge base is developed.
The analysis we have done shows that the general in-depth parsers available in the open domain
fail to parse long sentences in the patent documents. The failure of in-depth parsers led us, to
develop a methodology, which uses shallow parser
and NER to identify concepts and their relationships and towards development of CGs. Thus in
the present work we came up with a methodology
which uses shallow parsing and machine learning
technique for identifying concepts and relations
from sentences in the claim/novelty section of patent documents. The paper is further organized as
follows: Section 2 describes the challenges or issues in the present work. Section 3, describes our
approach to solve the issues encountered. Section
4, describes our experiments and results.
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Challenges in the creation of CGs from
Patent Documents

The most prominent and technically important section of a patent document is the claim /novelty section which describes and defines the claims of the
invention. This describes the core novelty of the
invention, for which protection is claimed by the
inventors. A claim in the patent document could be
classified into two types, independent and dependent claims. Independent claims introduce a unique
novelty feature of the invention, whereas a dependent claim describes more about the novelty

already mentioned in an independent claim. Most
of the independent claims on an average consist of
250 – 400 words in a sentence. These sentences
cannot be parsed correctly by the general parsers
available in the open source and also crash the system.
In (Yang & Soo, 2012), the sentences in the
claim section were split into different parts using
few heuristics, so that those could be parsed by a
parser. The output thus obtained from a parser is
used for developing CG. The problem with the
sentence splitting as explained in (Yang & Soo,
2012) is that it does not retain the full meaning of
the sentence and there could be information loss.
Problems in such simplification for ease of processing is that of gap-filling expressions, ordering of
phrases in the sentences, maintaining discourse
coherence will lead to improper interpretation of
sentences.
Another major challenge in the construction of
CGs is defining concepts and relations between the
concepts. A patent document describes main invention which can be an object or a process or a
product (which again is an object). Along with this
it also describes the components or parts of the
object and sub-processes. It also describes the
properties, characteristics, uses and advantages. In
general a concept is defined as an abstract idea
conceived mentally by a person. A concept will
have same meaning across the languages, but have
different lexical representations. A concept can be
represented by a single word or a group of words.
According to this definition every noun becomes a
concept and identifying the relation between concepts becomes difficult. To overcome this difficulty we use concepts of the verb as well as that of the
noun from WordNet (Miller, 1995) to get the relationship.
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Our Approach

A CG consists of two types of nodes viz., concepts and relations. CGs are bipartite graphs, thus
there cannot be direct linking between the same
type of nodes such as concept-concept or relationrelation. Two concept nodes are connected by a
relation node. Concepts are entities, attributes,
states, and events such as person names, component names, phenomena, objects. Relations show
how two concepts are connected with each other.
For example in the sentence “The keyboard for use

with a mobile device in which a display screen for
displaying output to a user is provided, keyboard
has: a} a plurality of keys, each key is transparent;
and b} a housing for supporting keys”. We define
“Artifact: keyboard”, “Artifact: mobile device”,
“Artifact: display screen”, “Person:user”, “Artifact:
keys”, “Attribute: transparent” and “Artifact: a
housing” as concepts and relationship can be defined as “perception” (or displaying), “consumption” (or use), “stative” (or has, is), “for”. A
higher level semantic representation of the sentence can be “[Artifact] -> (perception) -> [Person]”. We observe that relationships between two
concepts (or entities) are indicated or expressed
using verbs, prepositions, conjunctions in a sentence. In this work we identify the associated relationships expressed by these categories of words or
phrases using CRFs.
CRFs is a supervised learning technique. CRFs
have been used successfully in the past for tasks
such as named entity recognition (Benajiba et al,
2009; Vijayakrishna & Sobha, 2008), semantic role
labeling (Cohn et al, 2005) and cause-effect relation identification (Menaka et al, 2011). CRFs
were used for sequence labeling tasks. Advantage
of using CRFs is that it provides for efficient inference methodology and is tractable in the real time
and it is feature based learning. Features could be
any such as lexical, syntactic, and semantic. Features are easily understandable to human as well as
the system.
One of the challenging issues in automatic CG
construction is the identification of relations between concepts triggered by verbs. In patent documents the relations can be identified or triggered
by prepositions, verbs, conjunctions. Since prepositions and conjunctions are a defined finite set of
words, we can construct or derive a relation mapping ontology manually. Whereas for verbs, to derive manually a relation mapping ontology is
difficult, involves lot of human effort. Apart from
this we have known issues of sense ambiguity and
structural ambiguity. In such a scenario use of machine learning techniques such as CRFs will be
helpful and more suitable. We need to create
enough and sufficient amount of manually annotated corpus which can be used for training.
The training corpus is manually tagged for the
concept-relationship pair. We use the semantic information of concept classes given in the WordNet
for nouns and verbs for associating relationships.

WordNet defines 25 noun concepts and 16 verb
concepts. The WordNet defined concepts are for
general domain and are not domain specific. The
tagset used for annotating <concept-relationconcept> tuple is as follows:
a) R-relation_type-<idx>-S -- Here <idx> is relation index number in a sentence it is from 1,2,..N.
relation_type specifies the type name of the relation. “S” indicates start. If relation is indicated by
more than one word, then B-I-O standard format of
representation is used.
b) C1-<idx>-S -- Here C1 refers to concept 1 of
Relation R<idx>. “S” indicates start.
c) C2-<idx>-S -- Here C2 refers to concept 2 of
Relation R<idx>. “S” indicates start.
A single concept can occur inside different relations, to accommodate this we have used the notation of indexing. As it can be seen in the above
tagset, <idx> is the indexing used for this purpose.
A sample annotation schema for a partial sentence
is shown below.
A Portable/C2-1-S Electronic/C2a-1-S {attribs}/Rattribs-1-S appliance/C1-1-S,C1-2-S comprising/Rcomprise-2-S : a keypad/C2-2-S,C1-3-S having/Rhas-3-S a plurality/C1-3-S of/C1-3-I keys/C1-3-I

A tool called CRF++ (Kudo, 2005) was used
for the CRFs implementation. This tool is available
as open source. CRFs is an undirected graphical
model, where the conditional probabilities of the
output are maximized for a given input sequence
(Lafferty et al, 2001). We chose CRFs, because it
allows linguistic rules or conditions to be incorporated into machine learning algorithm. CRFs make
a first order Markov independence assumption and
can be viewed as conditionally trained probabilistic
finite state automata. The training of the CRFs requires iterative scaling techniques, where a quasiNewton method such as L-BFGs is used.
3.1 Features Used for CRFs Training
From the analysis of the patent documents we
have identified the following features.
I. Basic Syntactic features:
a) Word, POS, chunk and Clause boundary
b) NE Tag feature
II. Semantic features: WordNet concept class III.
Structural features:

a) Combination of clause boundary information,
POS and chunk
b) Combination of POS and WordNet concept
class
c) Combination of POS and chunk given the
concept class for preceding and succeeding words
IV. Positional features:
a) Position index – position of the concept in the
sentence
b) Clausal type – concept is in which type of
clause
c) Clausal position – within a clause what is the
position of the concept, this has value of phrase
counts in the clause
3.2 Conceptual Graph Construction
The <concept-relation-concept> tuple obtained
from CRFs is a graph. For a sentence we get several such tuples depending on the number of clauses.
We merged these sub-graphs of the sentence to
form a CG. Sub-graphs are merged by computing
clique-sum. In this method two graphs are merged
by merging them along the shared clique. A clique
in a graph is a subset of vertices in which every
two vertices are connected by an edge. Each tuple
can be considered as a clique. We identify the
shared cliques and merge them to form a single
CG. For example let us consider the following patent claim sentence
(1) “A portable electronic appliance comprising: a
keypad having a plurality of keys, wherein each of the
plurality of keys is arranged so as to actuate a respective mechanical switch so as to provide a first type of
user input; and an impedance sensing means disposed
integrally with the keypad so as to provide a second
type of user input that is characterized as nonmechanical, wherein the impedance sensing means operates as a proximity sensitive touchpad, wherein the
keypad and the impedance sensing means are coextensive, wherein the impedance sensing means is of a size
that is always adaptable for use in a hand-held device,
and wherein the impedance sensing means is disposed
under the keypad.”
Here we obtain the following <concept-relationconcept> tuples as machine output (Fig. 1).
We perform the graph operation “join” to form a
single conceptual graph as shown in Fig. 3.

3.3 System Architecture
The system architecture is shown in Fig. 2. The
following are the modules:
a) Claim Section Extraction: We cull out the
claims section in the patent document using heuristic rules.
b) Preprocessing: In this module we take the
novelty, claims and advantages parts extracted using the IE module and preprocess these for part-ofspeech tagging, NP-VP chunking, clause boundary
tagging. And these parts are further used for conceptual graph representation.

training using CRFs is done. CRFs is a supervised
machine learning technique.
f) Testing Phase: During the testing phase only
the culled out syntactic, semantic and other features are presented for the CRFs engine to identify
the <concept-relation-concept> tuples. Here we do
not provide any manual annotation.
e) Graph builder module: After the <conceptrelation-concept> tuple identification as explained
in section 3, using the graph operation rules of
join, copy, we develop a conceptual graph for each
patent document. The graph operation rules are
implemented using the heuristic and pattern rules.
The graphs are represented internally using the
linear format as shown in section 3.
Patent Document

Claim Section
Extraction

Preprocessing:
a)POS tagging
b)Chunking
c)Clause boundary
tagging
e) NE tagging
WordNet
Semantic
Enrichment

Feature Extraction

Training
Testing
CRF Model

Figure 1. Concept-Relation-Concept tuples obtained as
system output.

c) Semantic Enrichment: After preprocessing
we tag the words for their concept classes from the
WordNet
d) Feature extraction: As explained in section
3.1 the required features are culled out and
represented in the format as required for CRFs
training and testing.
e) Training Phase: During the training phase,
the text is manually annotated for the <conceptrelation-concept tuples>. Along with the features,

<Concept-Relation-Concept>
Tagged Output
Figure 2. System Architecture
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Experiments, Results and Discussion

In this work we have collected 1200 USPTO patent documents. The patent documents were from
the domain of mobile communications, biological
drug discovery and general electronics documents.
The corpus consisted of 400 mobile communica-

tions domain, 300 general electronics domain, 500
from biological drug discovery domain. The patent
documents were obtained from the USPTO, fulltext service. The corpus was divided into two sets,
training and testing.
We have performed 10 fold experiments, where
we have taken 80% for training and 20% for testing. In the CRFs training we focused on identification of <concept-relation-concept> tuple for
relations triggered by verbs. The evaluation metrics used are precision and recall. The average
precision and recall are 73.3% and 68.3% respectively. The results of the 10 fold experiment for
each individual fold is shown in Table 1.

different NPs. As said earlier in some instances
system identifies “display screen” as two different
NPs.
Though the system resolves most of the verb
senses properly, in 30% of the error cases, the system does not identify the sense correctly and this
has led to incorrect identification of relations. For
example for the word “disposed” concept mapped
from the WordNet concept is “possession”, whereas the correct one would be “contact”.

Table1: Results of 10-fold Experiment for automatic
identification of Concept-Relation-Concept Tuples

5466
5455
5470
5469
5466
5450
5468
5463
5474
5465

Precision
(%)

Tuples
identified
7458
7478
7470
7475
7460
7453
7460
7465
7467
7452

Tuples
identified
correctly

Total
Tuples
present
Exp. No
1
7986
2
8050
3
8010
4
7975
5
8035
6
7965
7
8135
8
8075
9
7942
10 7926
AVERAGE

Recall
(%)

73.29
72.94
73.22
73.16
73.27
73.12
73.29
73.18
73.30
73.33
73.3

68.44
67.76
68.28
68.57
68.02
68.42
67.22
67.65
68.92
68.95
68.3

The analysis of the results shows that the non
identification of concepts gave maximum error of
50%. In the output we observe either two concepts
are combined into one or only partially identified.
For example in the sentence
(2) “an actuator assembly having an elongate
plunger along a central vertical axis and having at
one end a plurality of co-planar actuator surfaces
arrayed initially in a horizontal plane”
The system has combined two concepts “elongate plunger” and “central vertical axis”. In some
instances the concept “display screen” is identified
as two different concepts “display” and “screen”.
This is mainly due to the pre-processing errors
such as NP chunking error, where many nouns are
clubbed together to form a single NP or split as

Figure 3. Conceptual Graph diagram for example (1)
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Conclusion

The contribution of this work is in automatic
identification of concepts and conceptual relations
towards building CGs with the use of machine
learning techniques. In this work we have used
patent documents from the domain of electronics
and mobile communications collected from the
USPTO. The testing was done on patent documents from 2 different domains. The precision and
recall are 73.3% and 68.3% respectively.
In future we plan to build a knowledge base of
patent documents automatically using the conceptual graphs developed for each patent document.
The CGs from each individual patent claim sen-

tence has to be merged to form such a knowledge
base. We plan to use the graph comparison algorithm given by Montes (Montes et al, 2000; 2001),
for this purpose. This would help in further analysing the patents.
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